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by 

G. E. BEAN 

Department of Classical Philology, Istanbul University 

The following inscriptions were seen by me in the course of a 

journey undertaken in 1950   in the company of Mr. P. M. Fraser. 

Numbers 1-4 are —to the best of my belief— new; the others are 

already known, but are republished here with more complete rea-

dings or with new restorations. 

AMASIA 

I. Amasya, in the courtyard of the Beyaz~t Mosque, built into 

the parapet above the river bank, a tombstone 0.79 m. high, 0.49 

m. wide, 0.25 m. thick, with pediment containing a round shield 

or disc. Letters 34-43 mm. high (cf. Fig. ). 

Kop(v-~?4) MLOpt- 

Uc•rn 41' - 

-r~:;iv c'crcoOcc-

v6v-rt Cc-ru- 

For the published inscriptions of Pontus see especially Studia Pontica III 

(Recueil d'Inscriptions grecques et latines du Pont et de l'Armenie), Part I, edd. 

J. G. C. Anderson, F. Cumont, H. Gregoire, 1910. Part 2 has not appeared. This 
work is here abbreviated Stud. Pont. I have not been able to consult G. de Jerpha-
nion, Inscriptions de CapPadoce et du Pont (Mel. Fac. Or. Beyrouth VII 1914, 23-104) 
Other abbreviations : 

CIG 	Corpus Insert' ptionum Graecarum, cd. Boeckh. 

IGLS 	Inscriptions grecques et latines de la Syrie, edd. L. Jalabert et R. Mouterde, 

vols. I - III; Paris, 1929-1950. 

MAMA 	Monumenta Asiae Minoris Antiqua, Manchester, 1928 - 
SEG 	Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum, Leyden, 1923— 
SGDI 	Sammlung der griechischen Dialekt-Inschriften, ed. H. Collitz; Göttingen 

1884.-1915. 

The Turkish version of the present article was prepared by Dr. Ulu~~ Bahad~r 

Allum. to whom 1 wish to express my sincere thanks. 
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nce141P 
dcW..a-r~lcrzy 

poiT 

The date in line 7 is reckoned by the era of Amasia, which 

began in 3 B.C.; the tomb was accordingly erected in A.D. 169. 

Amasya, among a n~~mber of ancient stones collected in the 

yard of an old Medrese, a thick block with triangular pediment 

containing a relief of an animal somewhat resembling an elephant, 

but intended apparently for a boar. 

r ç  'Aypuc~rtavi;) 

â&X;oi-;) 

xdcptv 

Amasya. Tombstone built into a pier of the next bridge west 

of the main bridge by the Hükümet. We could not reach the 

stone, but copied it from the ground. The inscription is partially 

obscured by the wooden struts of the bridge. 

C~X-7 
	

10 	Poç gXot. âv- 

	

0E4 	 cpcx Xcizot.~.- 

gxXu[cv, o'C~ve]- 	 ev TXoç - 

x(x 7cf)(4'n1i, 
	 o-OX6v. 'Aou- 

c'cv4<') e-rt. 	 tMocv OcoM- 

[]6:11"-00 	- 
	

15 	T~p 'IouX. Bcc- 

[y]cl~~ Oc'tvo~v 
	 cr~.Xsi~ç 	a- 

[n]api xatp[6]v. 	 [e]ti.voTc'emv 

	

‘..A~bç -r~.)11- 
	 [yuvocixa] ( ?) 

The great satisfaction expressed at the wife's death before her 

husband is peculiar, and hardly consistent with napck xatpöv in 

line 8. In line 7, Occvo~v must be for Ockvov„ i.e. geavov, but the hexa-

meter is very faulty. At the end, yuvaZxa is expected, but I did 

not see it on the stone. 

Amasya, in the floor of house no. 28 in 32nd street, a tombs-

tone cut away at the top and on the right, inscribed in very bad and 

irregular lettering. 
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&v[4(] 

Zd4[P~- 
LV 

5. Aynall Ma~ara, about 45 minutes from Amasya on the road 

to Ziyereköy. This tomb has long been well known; it carries two 

	

inscriptions in huge letters, the 	upper reading Tçjç Ctpxttepcûç, 

while the lower has been earefully erased and is largely illegible. 

Various observers have thought to discern very various letters; see 

Stud. Pont. no. 95. I add my own reading: 

KA 	 0E01: 

	

X 	 `IOT 

This lower inscription would appear on the face of it to be a 

second epitaph relating to a reuse of the tomb, in the form of a name 

and patronyrnic, erased possibly because it was inscribed without 

authority. 2  But perhaps the matter is not so simple. 

In Stud. Pont. loc. cit. the suggestion is advanced that Tes was 

high-priest of Mithridates or Pharnaces, whose name was erased by 

order of the victorious Romans. This cannot be right, not merely 

because neither of these narnes can be read in the erasure, but be-

cause of the difference in the style of the lettering from that of the 

upper inscription. It does not appear to have been noticed that the 

final sigma of line 1 (the only letter on which all observers are agreed) 

has horizontal upper and lower strokes, in contrast to the bran-

ching sigmas of the upper inscription. It seems beyond doubt that 

we have two quite separate inscriptions cut at different times. 

6. Amasya, in a wall of the Yörgüç Mosque; Stud. Pont. no. 

114, from an inexact and incomplete copy. Fig. 2 is from a squeeze 

taken by Mr. Fraser. Letters 33-40 mm. high. In the pediment is 

a relief of a bunch of grapes. 

Mr. Fraser's reading agrees with mine, except that he read KAI at the 

beginning of the upper line .If this is right, perhaps xat [e.g. T~+~6]Oeoç—a 

second priest? I feel quite sure that 'A9poSt-rlç, read by Grgoire, is not on the 

stone. 
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T4.) yXuxuTa- 

TG? [LOU 

Ai~p. 'AypL~coXacT) 

-;<sov-rL v - 

'ccaLv xç' X cpt- 

Xorcov~ aaç 

yovtç -ry*saç 

cpiXouç, FXux[pa?] 

The inscription appears to be unfinished; we expect at the end 

something like I'Xux4cc 	wimp vi ~ ç xc'cp~v. 

The doubts expressed by the editors of Stud. Pont. concerning 

the former reading govilaccaa in line 6 now prove to be justified. 

Amasya, at a fountain close to the Halifet Gazi Mosque. 

Published incompletely in Stud. Pont. no. 132. The execrable quality 

of the script is seen in Fig. 3 (from a squeeze). 

'I(oi~Xtot) HpocxXaç 

xai 

TV - 

ccuTi~)V Op- 

5 	~Pocv-roc 'I. Zd~- 

(TL [LOV 

ii•V~:W:)1Ç Y.d4  
p V 

gTO 	vac. 

The number of the year in line 9 was never wr-itten. 

Amasya, Yörgüç Mosque; Stud. Pont. no. 123, SEG IV 732. 

In lines 6-7 the stone has quite clearly: v 906vo eIXE nt~cpC, 	<,.):"~ jç 

Tâxoç cIcpELX4evoç. Zingerle's conjecture Xc'cxo (SEG,loc. cit.) is accor-

dingly to be rejected. In line 8 the stone has oi) wicr(!) 4.7)0eicrav, 

as might be expected, not 4:0Er.0.0CV as in Stud. Pont. 

Amasya, in the courtyard of the Medrese beside no. 2 , on 

a large slab of dark-coloured stone, is the Byzantine inscription 

published in Stud. Pont. no. 135, after a copy of Hamilton's, in the 

form 

Ocoalpoijalt.v] pcoKOEt - - -) 

TroXX2( 	lig.cera [8i.ou] 
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The photograph of the stone (Fig. 4) shows that the text is com-
plete and reads 

t Ocoa-rt.por.; y'ijç 

Sc ~roX,Xac Sdyp.ata 

I do not pretend to understand what this means; it is evidently 

a text of similar character to Stud. Pont. no. 136, which reads: 
cpc7K, cpioç Tc'~c 7r6era, xai Ocbç 1.d7ov 1.1.vEc. 

The present inscription is rc narkable for the fact that the accents 

are markcd over the words on the stone. This practice did not beco-

me common bcfore the eighth ccntury; see for example Froehner 

Inscriptions Grecques du Louvre no. 238 (A.D. 707-8), IGLS III 814, 869, 
986. 

GAZIURA 

o. At Turhal, carved in a panel on an outcrop of rock half-

way up the south side of the acropolis hill, is the inscription of which 
a few letters arc giyen in Stud. Pont. no. 278a. Fig. 5 shows a photog-

raph of a squeeze takcn by us. Letters 32-33 mm. high, rather wi-
dely spaced and badly worn. 

[6 Sciva] 

'A‘er~cptXU8o 

BuC6erLov 

nat8ac, Xav~r&- 

This remarkable inscription is, as is hardly surprising, the only 

one of its kind y-et discovered in the interior of Pontus. It is espe-

cially interesting by reason of its evidently early date, which must 

be considerably before the Roman conquest. A comparison of the 
script with that of Stud. Pont. no. 94, which is dated 90-170 B.C., 

suggests that our inscription can hardly be later; from the forms 

of the letters alone one would willingly believe it to be a good deal 

earlier. In particular, the shapcs of omega and nu are paralleled in 
fourth-century epitaphs at Sinope. The editors of Stud. Pont. observe 
that the lettering of this inscription is very similar to that of no. 278, 

which is also cut in the rock of the acropolis hill, and is dated by 

them to the late second or early first century B.C. We did not, unfor- 
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tunately, succeed in finding this inscription; to judge from the hand 

copies reproduced on p. 251, its letters have a much less archaic 

appearance than those of our present inscription. It must in any 

case have been a rare event for a competitor from inner Pontus to 

carry off a prize in the games at Byzantium, and the achievement 

is fittingly rewarded by the honour of a dedication on the acropolis. 

Another victory in the boys' torch-race at Byzantium is alre-

ady known from CIG 2034=SGDI 3058, found at Baltalimam, Ru-

melihisar~~ near ~stanbul: '0Xugnc686)poç MzvaLad~pou crrecpacw..)Ozk .v8"c~. 
Xceg~rdc8L Tc7~s. â.vitla~v Tic Boo=6pm, 	&OXov 'EppZu xeci. lipctxXcl: (`titulus 

optimae aetatis' Boeckh). It is reasonable to suppose that the Gaziuran 

also was victorious in the Bosporia, though he speaks merely of 

Byzantium and substitutes rccaocç for Ccv;)Pouç 

I cannot read the name in line ~~ , but the traces appear consis-

tent with the same name as in line 2, namely 'Av[-r~]9t[X]([87g]. A 

Greek name is not surprising in this region even at an early date; 

see the remarks in Stud. Pont. T ~ 7. 

PHAZEMONITIS 

Havza, built into the wall of the library; Stud. Pont. no. 

24. Photograph Fig. 6; the last two lines are now hidden by a drain-

pipe. The inscription was republished by A. Wilhelm, with impro-

ved restorations, in jahreshefte 1932, Beiblatt 92 sqq. Wilhelm restores 

as follows : 

'Aya% 
Tûrn 

[TE'roç? 11Xdc]vx1; rickra~v 
[ci~Xoy6).  toc]Oek •L-?)v ~covrâ 

5 	[Kai~accv x]plIvAv, crcp.v6:~ç 
xoci öoila~ç nkiicyczç T~)V Xp6-

[yov a~o k](Livs6xapc.a.-r6').  1c7) 
[clayr7p. Oc]6> 'Acr~0Ant.4:~~	Toctç 
[N61.~.cpouç• ri~]apLcrriS 	xat 

10 	[pzurrpc7k~~	.]dcv8pcp xat T() ~r- 

[cXoO4q ..]pov-rc. xod. T4) 
[avccp&rcp ZietXi~~~~ Ac~d8cp 
[d~cpyvroSwrit. &vax-roç 'Acrxk~rsc,-
[or3 ~cc7cv •rb ~cip6v. Ileicra~v iy6 
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15 	[e.g. Ktavöç crretx]o) CaOiAv int nct- 
Urplv, 	 nki)accç yepot- 
[0:t 8tcraö]v Xuxdcpatv-:ct. 

[atet 8'] 
[xi~8o] 	(.501:70 

20 	 [yev]iOXI4 

The ingenious restoration Kadkrocv, Kcci~crn `place of burning 
spring-s', supposes that Havza (written Khavza or Khavsa on the 
old maps) preserves its ancient name. Havza is good Turkish, mea-
ning `basin' in the geographical sense, so that there is no a priori 

reason to suppose that the name is ancient. Here, as often, it is im-
possible to say whether the name is purely Turkish or an ancient 
name Turcicized. Strabo, a native of Amasia, speaking of these hot 
springs, calls them merely 	Ocg4~Cc t~'Scercc Tc7~v 0:10(x7il~ct~vvri.-ov .  

It appears highly probable that Piso, in addition to expressing his 
thanks, would make some dedication in token of his gratitude for the 
cure; I suspect that he dedicated a fountain, over which the insc-
ription was placed. Such offerings were often made in consequence 
of a dream; I suggest •rilv xcerâ [rb 6vap x]pilvlv. For an exactly 
similar dedication, accompanied by thanks, compare Sardis VII(1) 
no. 94: Eirruxtavö ö xoupet:,ç t8Wv xoc0' (Sn-vot~~ âviChlxiv •roctç Nögq>caç 
ogyroi3 öXoxX-~)p4 'AcrxX•~lniov, nal sûxacptcrnIcroc. 

In line 7, Wilhelm adopts the original editors' restoration, ma-
king the period of the cure two years. In the corresponding yerse 
passage in line 17 we find - - v Xuxdcpawra in the singular. Since I 
know of no authority for sLacrbv Xuxc'cpcorra in the sense of 8tacroöç 
Xuxc'tpccv•ra, I believe that the period was not two years but one; 
-jcp6voç has in fact often in late Greek the meaning `year' —hence 
the modern usage. -cov in line 7 is the end of a participle, probably 
[öytatv] c. 

In line 8, the stroke preserved before the alpha seems to be st-
raight rather than curved; perhaps [dcvaxT]t, as in line 13. 

In line ~~ o, the stone has very clearly KAITOI. Rather than 
suppose a sufficiently serious engraver's error for XCUTC1), I should 
prefer to retain XaLTOL and join it with the following participle in 
-OVTI as a concessive clause. In front of ONTI on the stone the curl 
of the rho is partially visible; beta is also possible, but no other letter. 
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My first idea was that the chief priest might have died during the 

course of the cure, but no satisfactory restoration suggests itself on 

this assumption; I therefore believe he was for some reason away 

at the time, and propose XatTOL ~Cn[oSlw.9 S~zerpf]flown.. He is quite 

properly thanked] for his excellent administration, which continues 

to function even during his temporary absence. 

In lines 11-14, I do not understand why a cured patient should 

wish to thank a particular benefactor of the hieron, at least without 

explaining his motive. It seems more likely that Lepidus was a su-

bordinate priest of the sanctuary, the second-in-command who 

would —if I am right about the chief priest's absence— be mainly 

responsible for Piso's cure. I should therefore prefer [Scomoi3v.T]t 

in line 18, as originally restored in Stud. Pont. But in fact the first 

preserved letter of line 13 appears to be nu: a small part of the 

oblique stroke remains: accordingly, [a~oucoSatly. 

Lepidus is described by a word or phrase beginnig Tr.;> Tc-. Of 

this, two accounts suggest themselves. The first is that he had the 

title nc'cp4oç, which occurs a number of times in Asia Minor 

meaning `assistant priest' 3. The second, and equally satisfactory, 

account is that he was called, as in the similar document Stud. 

Pont. no. 25, Tti) 7CÇCVT(~)V cptX~.p. 

Lines 15-20. In inscriptions of this kind, partly in prose and 

partly in yerse, it is gencrally found that the yerse part follows quite 

closely the content of the prose part.4  It is therefore, perhaps, pre-

ferable to dispense in line 15 with the actual name of Piso's native 

city in favour of a participle ( cm~eet Stud. Pont.) recalling the 

participle of line 4 above. Similarly in lines 16-17 we must surely 

read yepa[p6iç], corresponding to cret.~viSç etc. above.3  

In line ~g the first word is difficult to retore. Piso ~night rea-

sonably pray for the continued good health of his family, but none 

of the suggestions yet made seems altogether satisfactory.3  Some- 

3  See .7HS LXX11 (1952) 118, and add to the examples tl~ere noted Alt. von 

Hierapolis 83, no. 33, rta[p]c[8p]ei~ovt[ct] zocrh~ntaç xtx1 1.17mpt[To]3[v]~tx 'Taç 13140~Ç 

aZ]to~r[pt]~riç. 
See for example Robert Hellenica 1 8. 

6  It does not in fact appear that yepctp6c can properly be used of a place: see 
LS 9 s.v. 

6Xfloç Stud. Pont., xi.58oc or t3xoç Wilhelm. &rrtç is no better. 
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Res. ~~	1 No.lu yaz~ t, Amasya'dan. 

Fig. 1 - Inscription no. 1, from Amasya. 
	Belleten C. XVII 
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Res. 2 — 6 No.lu yaz~t, Amasya'dan 

Fig. 2 — Inscription no. 6, ,from Amasya. 

Belleten C. XVII 
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Res. 3 — 7 No.lu yaz~ t, Amasya'dan. 
Fig. 3 	Inscription no. 7, from Amasya. 

Itelle~rn C. XVII 
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Res. 4 
	9 No.lu yal~t, Amasya'dan. 

Fig. 	InscriPtion no. 9, from Amasya. 

Res. 5 
	

~~ o No.lu yaz~ t, Turhardan. 

Fig, 5 - Inscription no. ro, from Turhal. 

Benet« C. XVII 
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Res. 6 —ii No.lu yaz~ t, Havza'dan. 

Fig. 6 — Insoil~tion no.  Ir, fro~n Ha~zn. 

Ildleton C. X Y~l 
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Res. 7 --- ~~ No.lu yaz~~. Smotitan. 

Fig. 7 	in 	in no. 13, irom Sinop. 

R. 2--- 13 No.lu yaz~ l ~ .' alt k~sm~ , bir desene göre. 

In.scription no. 8, lo~ver port, from 

Benden C. XVII 
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thing corresponding to the expressions of gratitude above wouId 

clearly be acceptable; if a second false quantity is tolerable, [xc'tpqç 

would be attractive. 

I propose therefore the following restoration : 

'Aya% 

Tûr,r, 

[... IIXdc]vx~.c IILicycov 

[Ocpaneu]Ocç tv xa-râ 

5 	[-rö 6vap x]pvAv. crep.v~7~ç 

xai 616.>ç rc?Acraç -röv xp6- 

[vov, i~ytocivioiv Eûxapta-rik~-  -rcT~~ 

&vax-r]c 'Acsxk~jm4) 	-raiç 

[N~ii.~.cpaLç•zû]xapLa-r(7) 	xai dc[pf- 

10 	[xLcerp 	. . . ~C Vapy , xai-rot. Cer[o]- 

[u.p 81.arpi]Çlov, >tak 	~r[c'ci- 

Nrro.~v 	AETCLU? 

[81.0t.X0Ûqt]V &-vawroç 'AcTxXvrt-

[ 03 T6 te]p6v. TIzicsov 

[cru~Oci4 cr.rzilx6) cr~061v brt -rcdc- 

N-Ftly, 	~/8Di Trk1crocS YPcc- 
pc74 -rXeolv Xuxdc[3av-ra. 

[alEc 8'] iw.e-rpzç 

[ ?xdcpt]ç 	ovto 

20 	 [yev1i0Xtç. 

SINOPE 

1 2. Sinop, in the archaeological museum, a large round base, 

published from a faulty copy by Th. Reinacl~~ in Rey. Arch. 1916. 
354-8, no. 10. Reinach's corrections are in nearly every case con-

firmed; I give the full text as it appears on the stone. The height 

of the base is 1.31 m. 

M. EtoirrLoç Map~ct.xv6 `Poi3cpoç ~capc'c800ç 

Etvorrceig Tcûx~-Aç, vetx-ri craç tepoû cicrEXacr-m.xoûç 

Cer6ivaç• `1361.1.7)v KXELa 	xarec .r6 

Nov ~c6Xlv 	"Awrca 	rcpoç xai 

1:E.vo~rco~v• 1\14teta p'• "Ia0t.~.ta 

fI~Oto:. '0Xûp.~rta• 	avaNvea rrpi5TOÇ 
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voyncov• 'Av-rt.cixeLocv y' np(.7).Toç xat 

yor, •rcT~v ck~rö ocit.o'voç c'cycveto~v xat 

pC"~~v 411.4a 	ötv8per~v 	'Av.rto- 

10 	xd.a. Netxol.~ii8etav y' nped'-roç xat p.6- 

voç 	d~n' atic7~voç nath~v Ctyeveto.~v ?tv- 

8pCov. Kowat 'Aaiaç Ep.4vav 114yap.ov "E~pe- 

<soy. 	"Apyouç ciakt18a 	Kotvi 'Aataç 

Ec1p8tç 8'• 41)tXaUXcpetav 	TpdtXXetç 8'• `IepC~v 

15 	~r6XLv p'• AccSixEocv 	Ouc'eretpa 	Mravkl)v~lv 8'. 

Kotvöv Ildv•vou 8'. Kotvöv FaXatiaç p'• Ko~vöv 

Maxs,Sovtaç. Kotvöv BEtOuvaç. Netxcav 8'• Kotvöv 

Kan~caUxtaç• xatXX[oulç 4.traXav-rtatovç pt' 

pv' 

20 	x ~Syl.~.a.roç 8ou?~i5ç. 

In line ~ , M. EIOTTIOE is quite clearly legible on the stone, 

but must presumably be an error. Perhaps Etoû<a>.rtoç, i.e. Jus-

tius, rather than Eiol'.)())toç or Etoû(v)toç 

Lines 18-19. The figures are hard to reconcile. PN in line ~ 9 

is surely the total number of Rufus' victories; the Council's decision 

to permit the erection of a statue was no doubt taken when the num-

ber rose to 150. In line 4 the stone is cracked in such a way that 

the figure after May 7r6XLv may be B or E: if E be accepted (with 

the original copy), the total of victories separately enumerated is 

52; if B be accepted it is 49. Either of these, together with the ~~ ft) 

in line 18, gives too large a figurc. But examination of the squeeze 

in line 18 shows traces of an alpha under the iota; probably then 

PA.~o~~ was originally written; accepting B in line 4, this rnakes 

49+ m~= ~ 5o. 7  The figure PA was no doubt altered to PI later 

in consequence of further victories, without changing that in line 

19 to correspond. 

13. Sinop ,in the archaeological museum, a round base, pub-

lished from a faulty copy by Th. Reinach in Rey. Arch. 1916, 339.-

345, no. 6. The base is now broken across obliquely near the bottom, 

the crack running through line 14; the upper portion was erected 

The figure E=5 would in any case be unusually high. No other figure in 

this list exceeeds 3. 
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in the museum courtyard (in order to make it stand upright) by 

partially embedding it in the ground; the lower portion was kept 

separately in the museum depot. Consequently, when we saw the 

stone lines 13-14 were not visible, and do not appear on our sque-

eze (Fig. 7). In response to my request, the Sinop Educational Offi-

cer subsequently disinterred the standing portion and brought it 

into contact with the lower portion; Fig. 8 shows a photograph of 

the sketch which he very obligingly sent me. As in the the case of no. 

12 above, Reinach's corrections are for the most part confirmed. 

Many of the letters stili show clear traces of red colouring. 

Sacerdoti 

omnium Caesar. 

T. Veturio T. fil. Col. 

Campestri, auguri, III viro, 

5 II vir. q.q., II vir. III paneguri, curatori 

annon., sacerdoti dei Mercuri, 

conditori patriae, 1111 misso legato 

a colonia in urbem sine viatico, 

semel quidcm ad divom Hadrianum, 

~~ o 	III auten~~ ad optimum maximumque 

bis imp. Caesar. T. Aclium Hadrianum 

Antoninum Aug. Pium, 

ex d. d. 

vicus COPDY 

Line 5. The reading paneguri is beyond doubt. The former of 

Reinach's suggestions is accordingly confirmed; Veturius was three 

times duumvir in charge of the celebration of a panegyris. After 

this, curatori annon(ae) is perfectly clear; the suggestion annuo sacer-

doti therefore falls to the ground. 

Lines ~ o-~~ . maximumque [ dominum or ]bis imp. Caesar. was 

conjectured by Reinach, who observes that, although such a manner 

of speaking does not elsewhere appear in Latin epigraphy until a 

much later date, the epithets optimum maximumque require a subs-

tantive distinct from imperatorem. This would appear incontrover-

tible; yet it is quite certain that nothing is missing. Bis imp. must 
apparently stand for the usual imp. H, though such a confusion of 

the two uses of imperator is surprising in the extreme. 
Benden C. XVII, F. 12 
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Line 14. `Que faire du monstnan COPDY avec son impossible 
Y?' Reinach, adding `auxilitun 1apdis expectan~kan'. As explained 
above, I have not myself seen this pan of the mont, but it appea~s 
from Fig. 8 that the original copy is after al> corrects I have ao-
thing new to suggest: auxilium ali~m~~n lafridun~~ «frac:and«. 

By way of appendix I offer a few suggestions cor~ceraing cer-
tain of the texts in Studia Pontica III. They are made sti~nply from 
the published texts; I have not seen the stones in question. 

Stud. Pont. 7b (Amisos). Read 
oNot~ot Op~Ewroç igot, [v]oûao~v I 8' oûx ~l»,(a~oç 4tvc4v] 

bynjp. 11/rr~g no»ot i.~4p-rop~kç I tan~~ ii~ik xadpers. 
The editors"Agt(a)4~* at the end of line ~~ could hardly be correct, 

as the iota in this name is short. 9  
Stad. Pont. 41. The stone having HIOCIIOTAXEP, surely 

read "Hv~ç rather than (AD,)toç. 
Stud. Pont. 44a, lines 5-g. 

ee68wpoç 015a-
Xep;.c rXedixT, 
T~.) yXuxu4~7, 
<i~.v15>irnG zdtptv civC.- 
CM)4701. 

In line 8 it is perhaps not impossible that the text on the stone 
is complete. In late inscriptions the word 	is frequendy dis- 
torted into various forms; for IL:1)c c£ MAMA I 208 and Calder's 
note on p. 113. But it seems more likely that a line has been acci- 
tentally omitted, e.g. 	yXuxu-reirri <gou erug,No~~ ~LN~4)>I~siç x~kptv. lo 

Stud. Pont. 53 	Motp& 	&vay- 
xechl ~coo3acv 
f3u61oLo•4vyr]p( ( ?) 
M~r~jcn. - - - 

Surely read f346.ro~o 1[c)ptp.v-~g. 

8  It is perhaps just possible that the third letter is R, the tail being lost where 
the stone is broken. 

At least, I noted it scanning short in a metrical inscription, on which un-
fortunately I can no longer lay my hand. 

18  in MAMA I 357 I should suppose that the BanIC thing has happened, and 
should read: Alipl)X~oç I 'Avbe~rroc I uslöç Ei~ye I %otuy xic 'Eps I <vvtaç i~v/)> I i~~Ic 
xectir~g. An abbreviation of the name Herennia seems hardly probable. 


